
SAS® Infrastructure for Risk 
Management 3.4 Scripting Client: 
Tutorial

Overview

The SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management platform is an execution engine for highly parallel code execution. 
It enables developers to take advantage of multi-core, many task computing, and parallel computing 
technologies using only their existing SAS programming skills.

For code to execute on the SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management platform, the developer must create it and 
lay it out in specific ways in conformance to certain rules. The SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management scripting 
client (available in SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management 3.4) enables developers to generate highly parallel 
programs in a format that can be executed by the SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management platform. The 
scripting client is basically a set of SAS macros that provides developers with a way to use their existing SAS 
programming skills and to hide the complexity of developing parallel programs.

This tutorial provides minimal guidance to the developer in getting started to use the scripting client to develop 
parallel programs on the SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management platform.

In this tutorial, you will use the scripting client to create a parallel program. Here is the basic process:

1 Write and execute the scripting client program (job flow script).

The developer writes and executes a scripting client script in SAS Studio. Execution of this script will 
generate a parallel program (job flow definition).

2 Execute the parallel program (job flow definition) that was generated in Step 1. 

The script that was written in Step 1 includes the scripting client API macro that submits the generated 
parallel program for execution. Execution of the generated parallel program creates an instance (job flow 
instance) of the job flow definition.

3 View and consume the results of the parallel program execution. 

The results of executing the parallel program include the Job Flow Diagram (a visual representation of the 
job flow instance) and any other final outputs (data sets, reports, and so on).



Getting Started – Hello World

You will start using the scripting client with a Hello World example. Your objective is to create a parallel program 
that combines three tasks from the tutorial task library.

Here is an overview of the steps:

1 Set up our environment in SAS Studio to run the scripting client.

2 View the tasks that you will include in your parallel program.

3 Write a scripting client program (job flow script) that has these substeps:

a Generate the Hello World parallel program (also called a job flow definition).

b Execute the generated parallel program, which will create an instance (job flow instance) of the parallel 
program definition.

c Create a shortcut link (IRM_FLOW) to the resulting job flow diagram and assign a library reference 
(RESULTS) to the results library.

4 View and consume the results of the parallel program execution by producing a simple report.

Set Up the Environment for Using the Scripting 
Client

Note: The scripting client runs out of the box in SAS Studio, but it does require that the system is properly 
configured.

1 Log on to SAS Studio and connect to the SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management 3.4 server with a valid 
user account (for example, sasdemo).

2 Select Navigation Pane Display.

In the example, it is helpful to have Folder Shortcuts, Libraries, and File Shortcuts that are visible in the SAS 
Studio navigation pane. (See Figure A.1.)

Figure A.1 Navigation Pane Display
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View the Job Tasks

In SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management, a task is an atomic unit of work that is organized into a program. 
The task must define its inputs and outputs. You can combine individual tasks as needed in order to complete a 
job. When you put multiple tasks into a parallel program, the SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management platform 
determines the task dependencies and the order of the tasks based on the inputs that are needed. The platform 
then runs tasks in parallel, based on the number of cores that are available for processing. The headers for the 
task that are shown in the tutorial contain the minimum required documentation tags (\param[in] and 
\param[out]). These tags are used by the scripting client during job flow development, but are not sufficient 
for documentation purposes.

The tasks that are needed by the example are available in the SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management sample 
task library. Three tasks are used in the example. (See Figure A.2.)

Figure A.2 Hello World Tasks
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Write the Scripting Client Program

A job flow script is the SAS program that you write. It combines the scripting client macros and the job flow tasks 
that are needed to create your parallel program. SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management platform determines 
the order and the parallelism in which the parallel program executes tasks based on the availability of the task’s 
specified inputs. Therefore, you can add the tasks to the script in any order.

In the SAS Studio New SAS Program window, enter the job flow script that will create your parallel program. The 
script (hello_world_jobflow.sas) can be copied from the SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management 3.4 Sample 
Client Scripts. (See Figure A.3.). Here are the tasks that the script performs:

1 Generates the Hello World parallel program (also called a job flow definition)

2 Executes the generated parallel program, which will create an instance (job flow instance) of the parallel 
program definition

3 Creates a shortcut link (IRM_FLOW) to the resulting job flow diagram and assign a library reference 
(RESULTS) to the results library

Figure A.3 Job Flow Script

Submit the job flow script for execution in SAS Studio session. Here is the sample script for the Hello World 
example:

/* Scripting Client Initialization - Required setup */
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%irm_sc_init();

/* Add job flow -- Build jobflow container */
%irm_sc_build_jobflow(
        i_jf_name        =hello_world_jobflow,
        o_jf_ref_name    =example_jf_ref);

/* Add task -- sentence_task */
%sentence_task(
        i_jf_ref         =&example_jf_ref,
        i_task_name      =sentence_task,
        o_task_ref_name  =sentence_task_ref);

/* Add task -- hello_task */
%hello_task(
        i_jf_ref         =&example_jf_ref,
        i_task_name      =hello_task,
        o_task_ref_name  =hello_task_ref);

/* Add task -- world_task */
%world_task(
        i_jf_ref         =&example_jf_ref,
        i_task_name      =world_task,
        o_task_ref_name  =world_task_ref);

/* Save this job flow definition to IRM Server */
%irm_sc_save_jobflow(
        i_jf_ref         =&example_jf_ref);

/* Execute job flow instance in IRM Server */
%irm_sc_execute_jobflow(
        i_jf_ref         =&example_jf_ref);

/* Show results library and link to PFD IRM Server */
%irm_sc_show_jobflow_results(
        i_jf_ref         =&example_jf_ref);

View and Consume Results
After the hello_world_jobflow script is successfully executed, you can view the resulting job flow diagram (the 
graphical representation of the job flow) or access the job flow instance results tables in the RESULTS library.

View the Job Flow Diagram

Successful execution of the hello_world_jobflow script creates a File Shortcut link (IRM_FLOW) under File 
Shortcuts in the SAS Studio navigation pane

Double-click the IRM_FLOW file shortcut to open the job flow diagram in a SAS Infrastructure for Risk 
Management window. (See Figure A.4.) The link is only for the current job flow instance that is created in this 
SAS Studio session.
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Figure A.4 Job Flow Shortcut

View Results Library and Consume Results

Successful execution the hello_world_jobflow script creates a Library (RESULTS) under My Libraries in the 
SAS Studio navigation pane.

This library contains the job flow instance terminal output tables for the current script execution. In the example, 
the single output file is sentence.sas7bdat.

The final task in the example is to produce a simple report using the results output. You simply reference the 
output table in the RESULTS library in your code. (See Figure A.5.):

proc print data = results.sentence;
run;
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Figure A.5 Library Results

Summary

In this tutorial, you used the scripting client to quickly and easily create a parallel program to be executed on the 
SAS Infrastructure for Risk Management platform. Here is the process:

1 Wrote a scripting client job flow script to define the parallel program.

2 Executed the scripting client job flow script, which performed these tasks: 

a Generated the parallel program that defined the job flow of the three tasks that were specified to complete 
the job.

b Executed the generated parallel program (job flow definition) to create an instance of the job flow.

c Created a file shortcut to the job flow diagram and assigned a library reference to the RESULTS library.
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Figure A.6 Summary
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